TIP-ON for doors
Adapter plate with a nickel finish
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A multitude of applications
Expansion of the adapter plate programme: The high-quality adapter plate with a nickel finish can be combined with different cabinet colours and wood decors, while its metallic, neutral look means it can be used universally and integrated seamlessly into a wide range of cabinet options. It is combined with the platinum grey TIP-ON unit with integrated door gap adjustment.

You can choose between the short and long version of the adapter plate with a nickel finish, depending on the application, which provides plenty of freedom for exciting new design options for handle-less doors and lift systems alongside the high quality of motion – for all living areas from the kitchen to the bathroom.

Horizontal adapter plate, short and long version
- Assembly using chipboard screws Ø 3.5 mm or Ø 4 mm or system screws
- Material: plastic with a nickel finish
- TIP-ON must be ordered separately

Tool-free door gap adjustment
The door gap adjustment (+4/-1 mm) is integrated into the TIP-ON unit. To adjust the gap, turn the ejector – the system allows you to easily find the right setting.

Comprehensive range
TIP-ON is available in nickel finish, silk white, platinum grey and terra black, allowing it to blend in harmoniously with furniture. The rectangular and straight-cut contours give TIP-ON a sleek and discreet look.

More information about planning and the TIP-ON programme can be found at: www.blum.com/tipondoors
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